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Abstract
This paper presents the ReCO, a human-curated Chinese
Reading Comprehension dataset on Opinion. The questions
in ReCO are opinion based queries issued to commercial
search engine. The passages are provided by the crowdworkers who extract the support snippet from the retrieved documents. Finally, an abstractive yes/no/uncertain answer was
given by the crowdworkers. The release of ReCO consists of
300k questions that to our knowledge is the largest in Chinese reading comprehension. A prominent characteristic of
ReCO is that in addition to the original context paragraph,
we also provided the support evidence that could be directly
used to answer the question. Quality analysis demonstrates
the challenge of ReCO that it requires various types of reasoning skills such as causal inference, logical reasoning, etc.
Current QA models that perform very well on many question answering problems, such as BERT (Devlin et al. 2018),
only achieves 77% accuracy on this dataset, a large margin
behind humans nearly 92% performance, indicating ReCO
present a good challenge for machine reading comprehension. The codes, dataset and leaderboard will be freely available at https://github.com/benywon/ReCO.

Introduction
Machine reading comprehension (MRC), the ability to read
the text and answer questions, has become one of the mainstreams in current natural language understanding (NLU) researches. Compared to other types of QA, MRC provided
with only one document so the statistical information such
as the number of answer occurrences could not be utilized,
thus it requires a deeper understanding of the text. MRC has
become an important part in many natural language processing applications, such as information retrieval (Nishida et al.
2018), event extraction (Ramamoorthy and Murugan 2018)
and relation extraction (Levy et al. 2017).
One of the major contributions of the dramatic progress in
MRC is the development of large scale corpus. Since the release of primal MCTest (Richardson, Burges, and Renshaw
2013), a great amount of datasets have been proposed, such
as SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al. 2016; Rajpurkar, Jia, and Liang
2018), CNN/Daily Mail (Hermann et al. 2015), RACE (Lai
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et al. 2017), NarrativeQA (Kociský et al. 2018), etc. Based
on these large scale datasets, a lot of deep learning based
models have been built, such as BiDAF (Seo et al. 2017),
QANet (Yu et al. 2018), etc. These models behave very well
in MRC and some of them even surpass human performance.
However, despite the various types and relatively large
scale, we found there are two main challenges previous
MRC datasets has not been addressed:
1) The MRC context in most previous datasets are
limit to the relatively long document or paragraph,
which contains much irrelevant information to the question. Therefore, the comprehension process is sometimes reduced to the retrieval process (Sugawara et al. 2018), an
MRC system could perform very well by merely finding the
relevant sentences in a paragraph. For example, in SQuAD
and NewsQA, the model’s performance did not downgrade
when only provided the sentence containing the ground
truth answer (Weissenborn, Wiese, and Seiffe 2017; Min et
al. 2018). In NarrativeQA (Kociský et al. 2018) or NaturalQuestions (Kwiatkowski et al. 2019) where the context
passage is very long, the answer selection became the dominant factor for final result (Alberti, Lee, and Collins 2019;
Kwiatkowski et al. 2019). The answer generation of MRC,
which requires deep understanding of the text, has not been
throughout evaluated.
2) Most previous MRC datasets are focus on factoid
questions such as who, when, where, etc., so the candidate
answers are limited to certain types such as person, time,
position. Therefore, this kind of question does not require a
complex understanding of language but merely recognizing
the entity type could solve it properly. Sugawara et al. (2018)
show that only using the first several tokens of the questions
could achieve a significant improvement over random selection in many MRC datasets. This makes the reasoning process of machine learning methods built upon these datasets
questionable (Jia and Liang 2017).
In this paper, we present ReCO, a large scale humancurated Chinese reading comprehension dataset focusing on
opinion questions. In ReCO, the questions are real-world
queries issued to search engine1 . These queries are sampled
and further filtered such that each query is a valid question
1
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(Yes, you can | No, you can’t | uncertain)

Figure 1: An example of ReCO. The evidence is extracted
from the paragraph, which contains less irrelvant information to answer the question. The evidence may or may not
consist of consecutive sentences in the paragraph.
and can be answered by yes/no/uncertain. Given the question, 10 retrieved documents are provided to the annotators,
they were asked to select one document and extract the support evidence for that question. Finally, three candidate answers were given by the annotator: a positive one like Yes,
a negative one like No, and an undefined one if the question could not be answered with the given documents. An
example is shown in Figure 1.
Compared with previous MRC datasets, there are three
main characteristics of the ReCO: First of all, in addition
to the original document, we also provided the support evidence for the question. We do this because 1) Some documents may directly contain the answers with yes/no, where
the answer could be trivially answered without understanding the subsequent evidence. 2) removing the irrelevant information could bypassing the answer selection error and
concentrates the ReCO on the inference process of MRC.
Data analysis shows that a large amount of ReCO questions
require deep reasoning skills of text such as causal inference,
logical reasoning, etc. (3), the hparagraph, evidencei could
be utilized for further NLP applications such as summarization or answer selection.
Secondly, the questions in ReCO are opinion based realworld queries, which may be either factoid or non-factoid,
and spanning many types of domains such as medical,
health, etc. Besides, we use the search engine to obtain the
passages which come from various resources, such as news
articles, community QA or cyclopedia, etc. The diversity of
questions and documents endows ReCO contains many aspects of world knowledge.
Finally, ReCO is very large and high-quality: it con-

tains 300k questions, to our best knowledge it is the largest
human-annotated opinion based QA dataset. In addition to
the large scale, we introduce a rigorous inspection strategy
to ensure the quality of the data, this makes ReCO relatively
hard requiring deep understanding of text.
We applied several models on ReCO, including a modified version of BERT (Devlin et al. 2018) to fit the multiplechoice problem. The experimental results show that although it is a simple one-out-of-three problem, the best
model only achieves 77% accuracy compared to humans
92%. The large gap between machine systems and humans
indicates ReCO providing a good testbed for NLU systems.

Related Work
The MRC system from the NLP community could date back
to 1990s when Hirschman et al. (1999) proposed a bag-ofwords method that could give the answer to arbitrary text input. However, MCTest (Richardson, Burges, and Renshaw
2013) is widely recognized as the first dataset that we could
build machine learning systems on it. Since the proposal
of MCTest, there are more and more MRC datasets curated
to facilitate MRC development. Table 1 shows an overview
of these datasets and we divided them into three categories
based on the answer type:
Multiple-Choices is the standard type of reading comprehension that contains several candidates. MCTest is a canonical multiple-choice dataset where each question is combined with 4 options. The MCTest is curated by experts
and restricted to the concepts that a 7-year-old is expected
to understand. Bioprocess (Berant et al. 2014) is another
multiple-choice MRC dataset where the paragraph describing a biological process, and the goal is to answer questions
that require an understanding of the relations between entities and events in the process. Other multiple choices MRC
datasets including MCScript (Ostermann et al. 2018) that requires the system to understand the script of daily events,
and RACE (Lai et al. 2017) where the questions are collected from the English exams of Chinese students.
Cloze is another type of MRC test in which some key
points in the text are removed and should be filled given
the contexts (Taylor 1953). Cloze could be deemed as complementary to multiple-choice reading comprehension for
its reduced redundancy in text (Spolsky 1969). Hermann
et al. (2015) use the article of CNN/Daily Mail as context,
and blank out the entities in the summaries as the questions.
Children’s Book Test (CBT) (Hill et al. 2016) is another automatic generated cloze data. In CBT, a random entity was
removed from a sentence and should be predicted given the
previous 20 sentences. Clicr (Šuster and Daelemans 2018)
is a medical domain cloze style data containing clinical case
reports with about 100k gap-filling queries.
Open question answering is the dominant data type of
current MRC where there are no options and the system
must generate the answer. Most models in this types of
dataset sometimes resort to the extractive strategy. SQuAD
(Rajpurkar et al. 2016) is built upon Wikipedia where the
context is a Wikipedia paragraph and the questions and answers were crowdsourced. SQuAD2.0 (Rajpurkar, Jia, and

dataset
SQuAD
SearchQA
MCTest
CNN/Daily Mail
CBT
MARCO

type
OQA
OQA
MC
CLOZE
CLOZE
OQA

question source
human generated
J! Archive
human generated
abstract summary
children’s book
query logs

NarrativeQA

OQA

human generated

NaturalQuestions
DRCD
DuReader

OQA
OQA
OQA

queries logs
human generated
queries logs

MC

queries logs

ReCO

passage source
wiki passage
search result
story
news
children’s book
search result
books and
movie scripts
wiki document
wiki document
search result
extraction from
search result

answer source
human extracted
J! Archive
human generated
entities
entities
human generated

datasize
100k
100k
2,000
1.4m
680k
100k

question type
F
F
NF
F
NF
F/NF

human generated

44k

NF

human extracted
human extracted
human extracted

350k
30k
200k

F
F
F/NF

human summarized

300k

F/NF

Table 1: Different MRC datasets. ‘OQA’, ‘MC’ refers to open question answering and multiple-choice respectively. datasize is
the whole data size regardless the train/dev/test. F and NF denotes whether the question is factoid or non-factoid.
Liang 2018) is an extension to SQuAD that each document was given some questions that could not be answered.
NewsQA (Trischler et al. 2017) is based on CNN/Daily
Mail, the answers and questions are generated by different people to solicit exploratory questions that require reasoning. NaturalQuestions (Kwiatkowski et al. 2019) is a
Wikipedia based dataset focusing on factoid questions. In
SearchQA (Dunn et al. 2017) and MARCO (Nguyen et al.
2016) the documents were collected from search engine.
ReCO is also related to another Chinese MRC dataset
such as DRCD (Shao et al. 2018), CMRC (Cui et al. 2018)
and DuReader (He et al. 2018). Specifically, DuReader also
contains yes/no questions. However, it only contains a small
portion (8%) of the yes/no questions, and only the whole
documents are provided as context, which contains much
more irrelevant information, or may directly answer the
questions without deep reasoning of the evidence.
Compared with other datasets, ReCO is an opinion based
MRC dataset focusing on the yes/no/uncertain questions.
The questions and context are obtained from real-world
queries and web pages which shows diversity in domains.
Besides, the context passage in ReCO is very short evidence and in most cases, deep inference skills such as analogue, logical reasoning are required to answer the question. ReCO is also related to recognizing textual entailment (RTE) where the task is to determine whether there
exits entailment/neutral/contradiction relation between two
sentences, such as SNLI (Bowman et al. 2015) and MNLI
(Williams, Nangia, and Bowman 2017). However, entailment is a more narrow concept that the truth of hypothesis
strictly requires the truth of the premise, whereas in ReCO
the premise is the evidence and hypothesis is the question, so
the inference between them contains much broader concepts
such as deduction, induction, and abduction.

Data Collection
The data collection process includes a query selection, passage retrieval, passage filtering, evidence extraction, and answer generation process. Rigorous inspections are applied to

ensure the quality and difficulty of the datasets. The conceptual scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.

Qustion Curation
Intent Analysis: First of all, we sample 10 million queries
issued to Sogou Search Engines. Next, we use the off-theshelf intent analysis system to determine whether the query
is a valid question. Then we drop some queries that contain sex, violence and other inappropriate content. These two
processes exclude nearly 95 percent queries.
Query Filtering: Given the filtered queries, we build a simple symbolic feature based machine learning system to determine whether the question could be answered by yes or
no. The features we use are whether it contains ‘Could I’,
‘whether’, ‘Is there any’, etc. This simple system is very effective that only a small fraction of questions do not present
the yes/no query intent.
After the intent analysis and query filtering process, we
obtain the original questions, although some invalid questions may pass through the above filtering processes. The
next several steps could further reject some of these questions to make invalid questions as less as possible.

Document Collection
Document Retrieval: we use the off-the-shelf Sogou search
engine to retrieve 10 pages for each question, and then extract the body content of each page. The main focus of ReCO
is text understanding but not fact seeking, so we did not filter
out the pages from the forums or community sites where the
answers may be subjective.
Document Filtering: is proposed to prevent the retrieved
documents containing some trivial answers that perfectly
match the question. For example, if the question is ‘Can
pregnant women eat celery?’, it would be meaningless
to give the candidate document which contains ‘pregnant
women can eat celery’. We use some word-based rules to
remove the documents that contain significant surface overlap with the question.
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Figure 3: Wordcloud of candidate answers. The common
positive answers are can, need, yes, useful. And the most
common negative answers are can’t, unable, not, wouldn’t,.
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Figure 2: The data collection process of ReCO.
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refers the authoritative checker,
refers
to off-the-shelf system or machine learning models.

Evidence & Answer Curation
We first randomly divided the question-documents pairs into
a lot of batches with each batch contains 5k samples. Then
each batch is annotated by a single annotator by the following processes.
Evidence Extraction: given a question and its relevant documents, we ask the annotator to extract the snippet from the
document as the evidence. And the document containing the
evidence is the context paragraph. There are four principles
for this extraction:
• The evidence should be self-contained to answer the question and as short as possible.
• If multiple support evidence could answer the question,
select the most implicit one requiring deeper inference.
• If there is no evidence in the document that could answer

The first principle is introduced so that the extracted evidence should contain less irrelevant information to the question, and therefore bypass the answer selection errors which
is the bottleneck in some other datasets. The second principle ensures the difficulty of the extracted passage, enabling
deeper reasoning of the text.
Answer Generation: The annotator was asked to give abstractive candidates to the answer after the evidence extraction process. It should contain a positive one such as ‘Can’
and a negative one such as ‘Cannot’, and an undefined one
if the question could not be answered by the passage2 . The
answer candidates are summarized by the annotator that it
may not be the words in the original evidence or question
which are shown in Figure 3.

Quality Inspection
After the above processes, we obtain a lot of batches, each
batch is examined by the expert checkers who are expert at
our domain and fully understand the demanding quality of
the dataset. There are four key rules for the expert checker
to determine whether a sample is false:
? The answer is incorrect.
? The question is blurred, or it could not be answered by
yes/no/undefine.
◦ The evidence has much irrelevant information.
◦ The question is too easy given the evidence.

The rules with ? are the strict rules that the instance is absolute false. The rules with ◦ are the loose rules that this
2
as we may remove the valid documents in the document filtering process, or the question is too unusual to get a good answer. In
this case, the passage is selected as the most relevant snippet in the
documents to the question.
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(Could sunbathing improve
Calcium supplementation?)
u盘进水还能用吗？
(Can usb sticker work
after falling into water)
湖南高考分数线高吗？
(Is the score of Hunan college
entrance examination high?)
移动营业厅星期天开门吗？
(Does the mobile business
hall open on Sunday?)
西方人吃米饭吗
(Do westerners eat rice?)
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Reasoning Type

Example
♦

1) Lexical Knowledge

2) Syntactic Knowledge♦
3) Coreference♣
4) Casual Inference♣
5) Ellipsis♣
6) Logical Reasoning♣
7) Specific Knowledge♣

Q:榴莲籽可以吃吗 P:榴莲的种子富含蛋白质
Q: Could I eat the seed of durian
P: The germ of durian is high in protein.
Q:脑梗可以吃牛肉吗 P:牛肉在得了脑梗后可以吃
Q:Could I eat beef after stroke?
P:Beef is edible after stroking.
Q:白色和黄色是一样的味道么?
P:...白色是淡香精，黄色是香精，它们的味道...
Q:the yellow one and white one have same smell?
white ..., yellow, their smell is ...
Q:环球黑卡能不能刷卡?
P:环球黑卡是标识卡，标识卡不能刷卡...
Q:Could I pay by Global black card?P:Global black card is
ID card, ID card couldn’t be used for paying...
Q:上海的网吧可以抽烟么?
P:抽烟是命令禁止的，网吧内一般不可以
Q:Could I smoking in the Internet bar of Shanghai?
P:Smoking is forbidden in anywhere, Internet bar is included.
Q:所有的茶都是碱性的吗?P:乌龙茶、红茶呈弱酸性
Q:Are all the teas alkaline?
P:Oolong and black tea is acidic.
Q:石家庄属于北方吗? P:秦岭淮河以北的就是北方
Q: Is Shijiazhuang located in North China?:
P:North of the Huaihe River is the northern China.

SQuAD

MARCO

NewsQA

70.0

63.0

84.0

DuReader

ReCO

32.5

26.5

31.0

32.0

13.0

15.0

24.0

21.5

10.0

0.0

0.0

4.0

17.0

35.5

3.0

2.0

15.0

21.0

29.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

4.0

18.5

26.0

14

29.0

24.0

21.5

♦
♣
Table
Table 4:
4: Frequencies
Frequencies (%)
(%) of
of the
the shallow
shallow ((♦)) or
or deep(
deep(♣)) reasoning
reasoning skills
skills required
required for
for MRC
MRC datasets.
datasets. The
The results
results of
of SQuAD,
SQuAD,
MARCO
and
NewsQA
are
borrowed
from
Sugawara
et
al.
(2017).
We
exclude
the
‘undefined’
questions
because
the
MARCO and NewsQA are borrowed from Sugawara et al. (2017). We exclude the ‘undefined’ questions because the evidence
evidence
may
may not
not relate
relate to
to the
the question.
question. Note
Note that
that some
some question
question requires
requires more
more than
than one
one skill.
skill.
♣
4)
Inference
: is omitted
the knowledge
about(argument,
causality
5) Casual
Ellipsis♣
: recognizing
information
between
cause and
effect,
predicate,the
quantifier,
place,
etc).which are sometimes represented
by events.
♣
6) Logical
♣ Reasoning : understanding the predicate
5)
Ellipsis
: recognizing
omitted information
(argument,
logic such as negation,
conditionals,
quantifiers, transitivity.
predicate, quantifier, place,♣etc).
7) Specific Knowledge : is the skills in specific domain,
6) Logical Reasoning♣ : understanding the predicate
temporal, mathematical, spatiotemporal among others.
logic such as negation, conditionals, quantifiers, transitivity.
The
statistics
of different
♣ reasoning skills are shown in
7)
Specific
Knowledge
: is the skills in specific domain,
Table
4.
We
can
see
that
compared with
other
prevalent
temporal, mathematical, spatiotemporal
among
others.
MRC datasets, a large amount of questions in ReCO requires
The statistics of different reasoning skills are shown in
deeper reasoning skills. Specifically, we found that many
Table 4. We can see that compared with other prevalent
questions require casual inference and ellipsis which are
MRC datasets, a large amount of questions in ReCO requires
very difficult for current systems. Reviewing the data coldeeper reasoning skills. Specifically, we found that many
lection process, we conclude two factors making the ReCO
questions require casual inference and ellipsis which are
more difficult:
very difficult for current systems. Reviewing the data colIntrinsic:
In we
ReCO,
we confine
the answer
to be
lection
process,
conclude
two factors
making type
the ReCO
yes/or/uncertain,
thus
the
question
answering
can
be
cast
more difficult:
as Intrinsic:
an entailment
recognition
process.
However,
as
the
quesIn ReCO, we confine the answer type to be
tions are real-world
generated
by users can
and be
thecast
evyes/or/uncertain,
thusqueries
the question
answering
idence
is
the
extraction
of
the
document
retrieved
by
the
as an entailment recognition process. However, as the quessearch
engine,
there
is
no
direct
correspondence
between
the
tions are real-world queries generated by users and the ev‘premise’,
i.e.
the
evidence,
and
the
‘hypothesis’-the
quesidence is the extraction of the document retrieved by the
tion. This
is inthere
contrast
many
previous MRC
datasets,
search
engine,
is nowith
direct
correspondence
between
the
where
the
questions
are
generated
based
the
context
‘premise’, i.e. the evidence, and the ‘hypothesis’-the docuquesments,
so is
there
is a strong
correlation
between
the datasets,
question
tion.
This
in contrast
with
many previous
MRC
and
context
in
previous
datasets
that
sometimes
trivial
to anwhere the questions are generated based the context docuswer. The
information
decoupling
between
the evidence
and
ments,
so there
is a strong
correlation
between
the question
question
in
ReCO
necessitate
the
deeper
understanding
of
and context in previous datasets that sometimes trivial to anthe
textual
inference.
swer. The information decoupling between the evidence and
Extrinsic:
the data
collectionthe
process
a rigorous
question
in ReCO
necessitate
deeperinvolves
understanding
of
quality
inspection
step that some data would be eliminated
the
textual
inference.
if Extrinsic:
it was too easy.
Although
thisprocess
step may
result ainrigorous
a large
the data
collection
involves
decreaseinspection
of the data
believe
is indispensable
to
quality
stepsize,
thatwe
some
data itwould
be eliminated
remove
too
easy
samples
given
that
the
MRC
systems
are
if it was too easy. Although this step may result in a large

decrease
of attacked
the data by
size,
we believe
it is indispensable
to
prone to be
adversarial
examples
(Jia and Liang
remove
toowhich
easy samples
given
that in
thethe
MRC
are
2017), for
the simple
pattern
data systems
is the main
prone
be attacked
examples (Jia and Liang
reasonto(Sugawara
et by
al. adversarial
2018).
2017), for which the simple pattern in the data is the main
reason (Sugawara et al.
2018).
Experiments

Baselines

Experiments

To evaluate the baseline performance, we consider three
Baselines
competitive models that perform very well in MRC and
To
evaluate
the baseline
performance, we consider three
many
other NLU
applications:
competitive
models
that
perform
in MRC
and
• BiDAF (Seo et al. 2017) is the very
very well
first deep
learning
many
other
NLU
applications:
model achieving remarkable performance on MRC. It is

built upon
LSTM
bi-directional
intro• BiDAF
(Seo
et al.and
2017)
is the veryattention
first deepwas
learning
duced to
interact the
question performance
and the answer.
model
achieving
remarkable
on MRC. It is
∗
upon
LSTM
and bi-directional
attention
was intro• built
BiDAF
: In
addition
to BiDAF, ELMO
(Peters
et al.
duced
to
interact
the
question
and
the
answer.
2018) is introduced for word representation initializa∗
tion. ELMO
an LSTM
based bi-directional
language
• BiDAF
: In is
addition
to BiDAF,
ELMO (Peters
et al.
model is
trained
on unsupervised
which shows
advan2018)
introduced
for word data
representation
initializatage compared
word based
embedding
methods. language
tion.
ELMO is toanthe
LSTM
bi-directional
which
shows advan• model
BERT trained
(Devlinon
et unsupervised
al. 2018) is a data
recently
proposed
model
tage
to the
word embedding
methods. in many
that compared
substantially
advanced
the state-of-the-art
NLP tasks.
It iset based
on is
Transformer
(Vaswani model
et al.
• BERT
(Devlin
al. 2018)
a recently proposed
2017)substantially
and pre-trained
in large
data, the
that
advanced
theunlabeled
state-of-the-art
in objecmany
tive contains
language
modeling (Vaswani
task and aetnext
NLP
tasks. Ita ismask
based
on Transformer
al.
sentence
prediction
task.
2017) and pre-trained in large unlabeled data, the objective
a mask
language
tasktheand
a next
The contains
original BERT
model
is not modeling
designed for
multiplesentence
prediction
task.
choice problem, so we modified the architecture to take
theThe
candidate
into account.
Concretely,
wemultipleconcateoriginalanswers
BERT model
is not designed
for the
nate
the
candidate
answers
after
the
sequence
with
spechoice problem, so we modified the architecture toa take
cial
[CLS]
token.
Then
we
use
the
BERT
to
represent
the
the candidate answers into account. Concretely, we concatewholethesequence.
theafter
output
the
nate
candidateFinally,
answers
the representations
sequence with aofspethree[CLS]
[CLS]token.
tokensThen
are used
to predict
the to
three
candidate
cial
we use
the BERT
represent
the
answerssequence.
probability.
The loss
the cross
entropy.
whole
Finally,
the isoutput
representations
of the

Metric
Random
BiDAF
BiDAF∗
BERT b
BERT l
Human

SQuAD
F1
0∗
77.2
81.1
88.5
91.8
91.2

SNLI MARCO DuReader ReCO-paragraph ReCO
ACC Rouge-L Rouge-L
ACC
ACC
33.3
0∗
0∗
33.2
33.2
86.7
23.9
39.0
55.8
68.3
88.7
43.6
52.9
58.9
70.9
90.2
48.2
53.4
61.1
73.4
90.8
65.3
77.0
87.7∗ 53.9
57.4
88.0
91.5

Table 5: Result of different models on ReCO and other MRC
Table
5: Result of different models on ReCO and other MRC
datasets. ∗ means the estimated results. ReCO-para denotes
datasets. ∗ means the estimated results. ReCO-para denotes
we use the original paragraph as the context. BERT
dewe use the original paragraph as the context. BERTb|b|l l denotes BERT base or large model. The results of SQuAD,
notes BERT base or large model. The results of SQuAD,
SNLI, DuReader and MARCO were derived from their
SNLI,
DuReader
leaderbord
or paper.and MARCO were derived from their
leaderbord or paper.

1 1
0.90.9
0.80.8
0.70.7
0.60.6
0.50.5
0.40.4
0.30.3
0.20.2
0.10.1
0 0

Lexical
Lexical Syntactic
SyntacticCoreference
CoreferenceCasual
Casual Ellipsis
Ellipsis Logical
Logical Specific
Specific
Knowledge
Knowledge
Inference
Reasoning
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Inference
Reasoning
Knowledge

Figure
BERT
large
model
on on
different
Figure4:4:The
Theaccuracy
accuracyof of
BERT
large
model
different
types
of
questions
based
on
reasoning
skills
in
Table
4. The
types of questions based on reasoning skills in Table
4. The
dotted
average
accuracy.
dottedline
lineis isthethe
average
accuracy.

Common Setup
Common Setup

We use the ReCO training set to build sentencepiece (Kudo
We
the ReCO
training
set toand
build
and use
Richardson
2018)
tokenizer
setsentencepiece
the vocabulary(Kudo
size
and
Richardson
2018)
tokenizer
and
set
the vocabulary
size
to 35,000. For BiDAF, we adopt the same
experimental
to
35,000.
adopt the same
setting
withFor
the BiDAF,
original we
implementation.
For experimental
BERT and
setting
thetheoriginal
implementation.
Forexperiments
BERT and
ELMO, with
we use
openly released
code44. In all
ELMO,
we
use
the
openly
released
code
.
In
all
experiments
we set the batch size to 48 and run on 8 Nvidia V100 GPUs.
weTable
set the
batch size
to 48 and
run on
8 Nvidia
V100 ComGPUs.
5 shows
the result
of these
models
on ReCO.
Table
5
shows
the
result
of
these
models
on
ReCO.
pared with their performance on other MRC datasets, ComIt is
pared
withthe
their
performance
on other
MRC datasets,
It is
clear that
current
best models
still struggle
to achieve
clear
that
the in
current
best
models
stillit struggle
to achieve
a good
result
ReCO,
even
though
is a simple
threeacategory
good result
in ReCO,
even though
it is a system
simple could
threeclassification
problem
and a random
category
classification
problem
and
a
random
system
could
achieve 1/3. Needless to say the input is the short noise-free
achieve
to long
say the
input is instead
the shortofnoise-free
evidence.1/3.
If Needless
we fed the
document
the evievidence.
If model,
we fed the
theresults
long document
of the the
evidence to the
drop a lot,instead
which means
dence
the model,
the results
dropa key
a lot,role
which
means the
answertoselection
process
also plays
in MRC.
answer
selectionthe
process
plays large
a key model
role in MRC.
We analysis
error also
of BERT
on ReCO
We on
analysis
the error
of inBERT
onshown
ReCO
based
the inference
skills
Table large
4. Themodel
result is
based
on the
inference
skills
result
is shown
in Figure
4. We
can see
thatinasTable
Bert 4.
hasThe
been
pre-trained
with
large 4.
unlabeled
andhas
syntactical
knowlin
Figure
We candata,
see the
thatlexical
as Bert
been pre-trained
edge large
has been
well modeled
and
the corresponding
accuracy
with
unlabeled
data, the
lexical
and syntactical
knowlis high.
thewell
deeper
inference
skills,
such as logical
reaedge
hasBut
been
modeled
and the
corresponding
accuracy
soning
specific
knowledge,
is not
directly
in data
is
high.orBut
the deeper
inference
skills,
suchpresent
as logical
reaso the performance
of these questions
is not satisfied.
soning
or specific knowledge,
is not directly
present Incorin data
porating
more sophisticated
as word sense
so
the performance
of these knowledge,
questions issuch
not satisfied.
Incor(Levine etmore
al. 2019)
or knowledge
base information
maysense
furporating
sophisticated
knowledge,
such as word
ther
benefit
the
model,
which
we
leave
for
future
study.
(Levine et al. 2019) or knowledge base information may further benefit the model, which we leave for future study.

RI index
RI
index
To understand
the difficulty of a dataset, we proposed a rel-

ative
improvement
(RI) index:
To
understand
the difficulty
of a dataset, we proposed a relative improvement (RI) S
index:
model − Srandom
RI =

(1)
SShuman
−SSrandom
model −
random
(1)
Shuman
− Srandom
and Shuman
denote
the score of best ma-

RI =

Smodel , Srandom
chine
learning model, the score of a random system and the
S
model , Srandom and Shuman denote the score of best mascore
of
humanmodel,
beings,the
respectively.
is measured
how
chine learning
score of a RI
random
systemby
and
the
much
improvement
the
best
machine
learning
models
have
score of human beings, respectively. RI is measured by how
achieved
compared to
improvement
the human
much
improvement
thehow
bestmuch
machine
learning models
have
achieved
compared to how much improvement the human
4
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Figure
Results
of of
other
Figure5:5:RI-index
RI-indexofofdifferent
differentdatasets.
datasets.
Results
other
datasets obtained from their paper or leaderboard.
datasets obtained from their paper or leaderboard.
have achieved w.r.t. a random system. This index reflects the
have achieved w.r.t. a random system. This index reflects the
gap between the performance of current systems and human
gap between
performance
of current
systems and human
beings,
and thusthe
a criterion
indicating
the difficulty.
beings,
and
thus
a
criterion
indicating
the
Figure 5 shows the RI indexes of differentdifficulty.
MRC datasets.
5 shows
the RI indexes
different
MRC
datasets.
It isFigure
clear that
the machine
learningofmodels
have
achieved
It is clear results
that theinmachine
learning
models
have
achieved
competitive
most datasets,
some
of them
even
surcompetitive
results in most
some
pass
human performance.
Butdatasets,
for ReCO,
thereofisthem
still aeven
largesurpass human
But for ReCO,
is stillitarelarge
headroom
for performance.
machines to improve.
On thethere
one hand,
headroom
machines
to improve.
one
it reflects
that thefor
ReCO
is a relatively
hardOn
taskthe
that
thehand,
current
flects isthat
ReCO is a relatively
hardhand,
task that
current
model
stilltheincompetent.
On the other
mostthe
ReCO
model isrequire
still incompetent.
On skills,
the other
hand,
most ReCO
questions
deep reasoning
so new
mechanisms
questions
require deep
reasoning
skills, so
new mechanisms
should
be introduced
to the
MRC models
to achieve
higher
should
be introduced
to the MRC
models
level
inference,
such as logical
reasoning,
etc.to achieve higher
level inference, such as logical reasoning, etc.

Conclusion

Conclusion
This paper presents ReCO,
a large scale opinion based ChiThisreading
paper presents
ReCO, adataset
large scale
opinion
based
Chinese
comprehension
contains
300k
quesneseWe
reading
comprehension
contains
questions.
use a very
rigorous datadataset
inspection
process300k
to guartions.the
We
use a very
data inspection
process
to guarantee
quality
of therigorous
data. ReCO
contains short
evidence
which
theofanswer
selection
and short
data analyanteebypasses
the quality
the data.
ReCOerror,
contains
evidence
siswhich
showsbypasses
that mostthe
of answer
the questions
require
deep
selection
error,
andreasoning
data analyskills.
We develop
a relative
indexdeep
to measure
sis shows
that most
of the improvement
questions require
reasoning
the
difficulty
of the dataset.
Experimental
results
and
inskills.
We develop
a relative
improvement
index
to RI
measure
dex
of ReCO. Much
moreand
efforts
thedemonstrate
difficulty ofthe
thedifficulty
dataset. Experimental
results
RI inshould
be made to filling
the gap of
between
and efforts
hudex demonstrate
the difficulty
ReCO.machines
Much more
mans
in
this
text
understanding
application.
should be made to filling the gap between machines and humans in this text understanding application.
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